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Methods
113
Subjects 114
Thirty-two castrated pet dogs (18 males, 14 females) of mixed breed were recruited via 115 response to an email advertising a study on paw preferences sent to pet owners in Northern 116 Ireland, UK. Animals ranged from 1 to 10 years of age (mean age=4.45, SEM±0.45years).
117
All of the dogs were family pets living in households and whose owners had consented to them 118 taking part in the study. None of the dogs had undergone any behavioural training, nor had 119 any disability preventing them from completing the study. 
Paw preference tests
122
Four previously employed tests were used to record the dogs' paw preferences: 
Discussion
305
The findings from this study suggest that lateralised behaviour in the domestic dog is task-306 specific, but stable over time. The results raise questions as to the value of using certain 307 measures of motor bias as an indicator of cerebral asymmetry in this species.
309
The results from this investigation point to a roughly equal distribution of lateralised (48%)
310
and non-lateralised (52%) dogs across tasks. Existing research in this area is conflicting, with 311 some studies highlighting a higher percentage of lateralised than non-lateralised animals (e.g.,
312
75% lateralised [Tan, 1987] elicit stronger motor preferences than lower-level tasks that involve simple, routine actions.
341
The lift paw exercise could certainly be considered a good example of a lower-level repetitive paw preferences in the same individual; this begs the question as to which one should be used.
366
Logistical factors may come into play when considering which test of laterality to employ.
367
Each paw preference task comes with its own unique set of advantages and disadvantages, 368 some of which will determine choice of test. For example, the First-stepping task has been 369 designed to remove the element of food motivation from paw preference testing and may 370 therefore be useful for animals that are not hungry enough to engage with the more food-
371
oriented Kong ball test. However, the First-stepping test is still an under-utilised measure and
372
the results from the current study present data contrary to those published by the innovators of 373 the test, who found more significant paw preferences with this tool (Tomkins et al., 2010 
